EDIT MARKS

General Edit marks:

# New paragraph
no # No paragraph
\ Transpose
# Insert space
, Spell out
^ Caret
(general indicator used to
mark exact position in error in text)

\ Take out
\ Change to lower case
\ Close up
\[\textit{ retain as is }\]
\[\textit{ (insert parenthesis) }\]
\[\textit{ [insert brackets] }\]
ok? Is this ok?
\ Move this up
\ Move this down
\ Move this right
\ Move this left

Punctuation:

? Insert question mark
\ Insert period
@ Insert colon
; Insert comma
: Insert semicolon
\ Insert quotation marks
\ Insert hyphen
\ Insert dash
\ Insert apostrophe

Type:

--- Use italics (in text)
\textit{Use italics (in margin)}
--- Small caps (in text)
\textsc{Small caps (in margin)}
= Capitalis (in text)
\textsc{Capitals (in margin)}
\textsc{ Roman type}
JIM MEETS LONG JOHN SILVER

Now, to tell you the truth, from the very first mention of Long John in Squire Trelawney's letter, I had taken a fear in my mind that he might prove to be the very one-legged sailor whom I had watched for so long at the old Benbow. But one look at the man before me was enough. I had seen the captain, and Black Dog, and the blind man Pew, and I thought I knew what a buccaneer was like—a very different creature, according to me, from this clean and pleasant-tempered landlord.

I plucked up courage at once, crossed the threshold, and walked right up to the man where he stood, propped on his crutch, talking to a customer.

*Treasure Island* by R. L. Stevenson